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Abstract. Ion-molecule reactions is a generic word for reactions involving ions (both positive and
negative), radicals and stable neutrals. In this presentation, use of the flowing afterglow technique to
study ion-molecule reactions at thermal energies is demonstrated using the examples of positive
ion-negative ion mutual neutralization of molecular nitrogen ion (N~-) with F - and the reaction of
atomic nitrogen with SFn (n = 1 to 5) to form NF.
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1. Introduction
Ion-molecule reactions is a generic name used for the following type of reactions:

Ion-molecule (neutral) reactions
A + + B(BC)

,a + BC+(B +) + (C)
----~a* + BC+(B +) + (C)
----~a + B+(B *) + C(C +)
-----~a + BC+*(B +*) + (C)
---~AB(AB +) + C+ ( C)

A- + B(BC)----,A + BC-(B-) + (C)
----~A(AB) +

BC(C)+e-

----,AB-(AB) + C(C-).
Neutral (radical) reactions
A + BC----~AB + C
A* + BC----*A + BC*
----~A + BC +
----~A + B + C .
Mutual neutralization
A + + B-----~A* + B
A +* + B-

~A**+ B.
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There is considerable interest in the study of these reactions involving atoms, radicals
and ions (both positive and negative) to understand the mechanism and dynamics [1],
energy transfer, electron transfer, to test quantum mechanical theories developed for
reactive and non-reactive scattering, understanding ion-molecule reactions using
molecular orbital picture, etc. These reactions occur at thermal energies in various kinds
of plasmas, planetary atmosphere, comets, gas lasers, combustion, gaseous dielectrics [2]
and dry etch reactors [3]. With the increasing awareness of the environmental pollution
that is caused by many gases that are currently in use [4] and gaseous effluents, it
becomes necessary to investigate the possible reaction channels not only for the known
reactive species but also involving others, at thermal energies, for practical applications.
In a recent special issue of the International Journal of Mass Spectrometry and ion
Processes [5], various methods used to study neutral-neutral, ion-molecule, electron-ion
recombination and ion-ion mutual neutralization reactions have been described with
some recent results indicating the importance of these reactions at thermal energies.
In this presentation the use of the flowing after glow technique to produce radicals,
ions, etc. and perform collision experiments at thermal energies, along with the necessary
detection techniques for identifying the products and their final states will be discussed.
Ion-ion mutual neutralization of N~- with F - is chosen as an example to demonstrate
the different product states (electronic and vibration) of the neutrals that are formed when
the positive ion is in its ground state and excited state. The dynamics of the electron
transfer in the collision will also be analysed [6]. Also, the interaction of N with SFn
(n = 1 - 5) will be discussed as an example of neutral-neutral collisions. The formation
of the products can be understood based on both energy and symmetry considerations [7].
2. Experimental
Though there are many methods, including beam methods [8], available to study ionmolecule reactions at thermal energies the flowing afterglow method [9] is used by
several groups because of its simplicity. It is well known that in an electrical discharge
ions, radicals and excited species are produced mainly by electron impact and also
through ion-molecule reactions and this can be exploited to produce ions or radicals of
interest. These ions or radicals can easily be transported to the interaction region using
fast flowing helium carrier gas so that the intensity of electrons and other unwanted
species have died down, and mainly the species of interest is present. The reactant is
added suitably at this point and the products formed are detected using a mass
spectrometer, fluorescence or laser excitation methods. The apparatus used in our
laboratory is shown in figure 1. Ions of interest are produced in a quartz discharge tube
and pulled into the stainless steel observation region rapidly by a combination of a roots
blower and a rotary mechanical pump with a total effective speed of 10,000 l/m. An
absolute MKS Baratron is used to measure the pressure in the reaction chamber. The
discharge is powered by a 2.45 GHz microwave generator and fed into an Evanston cavity
enclosing the discharge tube. Helium is used as the buffer gas to help easy transportation
of the ions into the observation region with little loss. A pair of grids, positioned at the
exit of the discharge tube, which can be biased appropriately act as an ion shutter to stop
either positive or negative ions. The grids are so biased that ions enter the observation
region at earth potential and no external field gradients are present.
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the flow reactor set up.

Fluorescence from the reaction products is monitored through a quartz window and
focused on to the entrance slit of a 0.2 m Seya-Namioka monochromator and detected by
a cooled photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R376) operating in the photon counting mode. A
cutoff filter with 96% transmission efficiency above 400 nm is utilized to suppress the
interference of second order lines from the UV region. A PC based multi-channel scaler is
employed for data acquisition. A tungsten-halogen lamp is used to determine the
response of the detection system as a function of the wavelength. All the data presented
here have been corrected for the system response. The fluorescence from the interaction
region showed a decrease in the intensity when the grids were biased to stop either the
positive or the negative ions. The contribution to the fluorescence signal from the reaction
of charge particles is elucidated by subtracting the spectrum recorded with the bias on (no
contribution from the interaction of charged particles but only from neutral reactions and
other sources) from the spectrum when both the grids were maintained at earth potential
(signal from the reaction involving charged particles and from neutral reactions and other
sources).
99.99% pure nitrogen, 99.995% pure helium, >99.9% pure sulphur hexafluoride, and
laser grade fluorine in 99.998% pure helium mixture were used without further
purification for the experiments.
The setup was suitably modified to work with radicals. Atomic nitrogen was produced
by a DC discharge 60 cm upstream from the interaction zone and a larger diameter tube
(40 mm) was used to transport the radicals to the interaction zone. This was necessary to
+
avoid the presence of higher excited states of N2 other than the long lived A 3 E~.
Small
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amounts of SF6 were discharged (DC) separately along with helium, which was used as
the buffer gas, to produce SFn (n = 1 to 5) radicals which could be transported to the
interaction region with very little loss. Atomic nitrogen and SFn (n = 1 to 5) radicals
were mixed in the main flow tube and the observation region was located 2 0 m m
downstream of the mixing zone.
Spectrum in the range 200 to 800 nm was recorded for pure nitrogen discharge at
several pressures and currents and monochromator resolution to monitor the presence of
any impurities. SF6 was then added through the second discharge tube without the
discharge being on and, with and without helium buffer to check for any reactions and/or
quenching of the N2 spectrum. Spectrum was recorded to look for metastable fluorescence from SF6 discharge products separately with nitrogen flow completely shut off.
Nitrogen and SF6 were mixed together prior to the discharge and an afterglow spectrum
was recorded to ascertain all the lines in the spectrum. This procedure helped to identify
clearly that the product NF was produced only due to the reaction of atomic nitrogen with
the discharge products of SF6.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Ion-ion mutual neutralization

Background counts in the afterglow region of the helium discharge were below the
detection limit of the photomultiplier tube between 200-800 nm for the pressure range
0.06-0.07Torr and 10 to 4 0 W of microwave power. The addition of 0.0101Torr of
nitrogen to the discharge produces a weak afterglow spectrum of N2 (B 3II~ ---, A 3E+)
indicating the population of lower vibrational levels of the B-state. The grids were biased
to stop positive ions and electrons one at a time to check the possibility of electron-ion
recombination which could produce either N2 or N in an excited state. Under the present
experimental conditions no discernible change in the intensity of N~ or additional
emission lines from N* could be observed. The electrons most likely diffuse towards the
walls by the time the ions travel from the discharge to the observation region [10, 11]
which gives the electron-ion recombination reaction little probability to be d~ectable.
A large increase in the intensity of the N2 (B 3IIg ~ A 3 Eu+ ) fluorescence is observed
when small quantities of F2 is added to the discharge. It may be mentioned that extreme
care must be taken in handling fluorine. The addition of small quantities of fluorine to the
helium buffer was found to quench the discharge completely. It was necessary to use 5%
fluorine in helium mixture and non-corrosive passivated gas lines to ensure that fluorine
was not contaminated during injection into the discharge. 0.003-0.0045 Torr of F2 in
helium mixture was added to the discharge to produce an ion-ion plasma. The emission
from the high vibrational levels of the B-state shows a systematic decrease by an equal
amount in the intensity when the grids are biased either to stop positive ions or negative
ions. This indicates that the change in intensity most probably arises due to the interaction
between positively and negatively charged particles. Under the conditions of the
experiment, it can be assumed with reasonable confidence that an ion-ion plasma exists
in the interaction region [10, 11]. The helium buffer pressure was varied from 0.04 to
0.09 Torr to check for any influence of the buffer gas on the observed vibrational
P r a m a n a - J. P h y s . , Vol. 50, No. 6, June 1998
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Figure 2. Comparison of the population of the N2(B) vibrational levels resulting
from neutral recombination (N + N ~ NE(B)) in a N2 + He afterglow, theoretical
distribution calculated using the Franck-Condon overlap as described in the text, and
experimentally observed distributions when F2 is added to the discharge.

population distribution of N2 (B). No measurable change could be noticed in the intensity
of the spectral lines populating the N2(B) via the positive ion-negative ion neutralization
(PININ) processes.
The population of the vibrational levels of the product N2(B) state formed by the
positive ion-negative ion neutralization reaction
N + + negative ion ~ N~ + neutral

(1)

is calculated by appropriately weighting the intensity of each line by its Franck-Condon
factor [12]. The relative population distribution of the vibrational levels derived from the
above experiments are normalized at J = 5 and presented in figure 2.
The results depicted in figure 2 indicate that the population of the N2(B) vibrational
levels, formed mainly by atomic recombination in the afterglow, shows a steady decrease
in the intensity from 7 / = 2-11. The population distribution shows a similar trend from
J = 2-5 for the product state formed by positive ion-negative ion neutralization from
nitrogen with F2 discharge. However, beyond J = 5 there is an increase in the intensity
peaking at J --- 7 before the intensity drops down again, indicating a second preference
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for higher vibrational levels. These are probably the first observations of preferences for
higher vibrational states of the product in a PININ reaction.
In the PININ process the electron from the negative ion is expected to hop to the
positive ion when the incoming ionic potential energy surface goes through an avoided
curve crossing with the outgoing repulsive covalent potential surface corresponding to the
product state of the two neutrals [13, 14]. The electronic configuration of N~-(X 2Eg+ ) is
long lo~u 2o~g 2o~u 17r4 3tr1 and that of F-(]S) is ls 2 2s2 2p 5. Simplified symmetry
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Figure 3. Symmetry adapted linear combination of orbitals for (a) (2A) N~ - Fincomin§ channel correlating with (b) (2A)N2 (31-[gor IIIg)-F(2p) outgoing channels;
(c) the (A) N2 (IE+)-F(2P) outgoing channel; and (d) not correlating with the (2B)
N2 (1~;)_F(2p) outgoing channel.
considerations have been used to derive orbital energy diagrams shown in figure 3 for the
intermediate states possible in the PININ process.
For the neutralization reaction, the 2px, 2py or 2pz electron from F - must fill the first
virtual 17rg orbital of N2 to form either N2(B 3IIg) or N2(a lug) states. Only one of the p
orbitals of F - would interact with the 3trg orbital of N + to give two a] orbitals, one
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containing the unpaired electron, giving a 2A state of the N 2 - F intermediate. Considerations of the orbital diagrams suggest that the interaction between F(Ep) and N2(B 3I/g or
a llIg) may give rise to the same state of the N 2 -- F intermediate (2A). This indicates
that N2 - F can dissociate to give N2 either in an excited 3IIg (or lI[g) or in the ground
s t a t e l~-~g+and F(2p). The interaction between N2(X tE~-) and F(2p) gives rise to a 2B
state of the intermediate which, however, is not correlated with the N2-F(2A) formed
from N+(X 2Eg+) and F-(1S). This makes the formation of NE(1E+) from N + + F - a
low probability PININ process. Rearrangement of the electrons is necessary for the
formation of N2(C 3IIu) (long lo~u 2o~g 2trlu 17r4 3Cr~g 17r~) by mutual neutralization.
Therefore, this channel is likely to have a low cross section and has not been detected
during the course of these experiments. N~- ions are formed in the discharge mainly by
electron impact and to a certain extent by Penning ionization from helium metastables.
Penning ionization of N2 by He* produces N + both in the ground state as well as excited
states [15]. As no fluorescence from the excited N~- is detectable in the observation
region it can be safely assumed that only N~- ions in their ground state interact with the
negative ions.
As the PININ process occurs in most cases at large internuclear separation between the
positive and negative ions the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is valid [16-18].
Therefore the population of the final levels of the product state is expected to be
determined by the Franck--Condon overlap between the potential energy surface corresponding to the electronic state of the positive ion and that of the neutral product. The
Franck-Condon overlap for the transitions from N2+ (X 2~g+) to N2 (B 3Hg) and N2 (a I IIg)
were calculated using the code 'level' (ver. 5.1) [19] assuming that the vibrational
distribution of the N 2+ (X 2~g+ ) state is governed by the Franck-Condon factors for
ionization from the ground state of the N2 molecule. This appears to be a reasonably valid
approximation as N + ions are produced mainly by electron impact in the discharge and to
a certain extent by Penning ionization. In both cases [ 19, 20] the Franck-Condon principle
is valid for the ionization of N2. The Franck-Condon overlap calculations, however,
predict that the maximum population for both N~(B) and N2(a) is at v' = 1 and then
smoothly decreases as a function of v' (see figure 2). The N2(a ~ X) fluorescence could
not be monitored as it is in the vacuum ultraviolet range. The relative population
distribution, as determined experimentally, appears to follow the Franck--Condon
distribution for the B 3Hg state from ¢ --- 2-5 but shows an additional preference for
higher vibrational levels from v' = 6-9 with a maximum at v' --- 7 for the PININ reaction
with F- and F 2. Such preferences are known to exist in energy transfer to N2 from
Kr(3p2) [21] due to avoided curve crossings.
Using similar empirical considerations [21] to achieve a quantitative characterization
of the surfaces in the crossing region for the N2-F system, as needed for the accurate
treatment of the dynamics, the entrance channel is modeled as an ionic surface by an
extension of the Rittner model for alkali halides [22-25], accounting for specific
electrostatic properties induced by F - [26] and N~ [27, 28] and assuming that N~- is in its
ground (v = 0) vibrational level. The exit channel is represented as a vibronic manifold
of surfaces [21,29, 30].
The two limiting geometries of approach, parallel and perpendicular, are explicitly
considered as arising from the anisotropy of the N 2+ (2~g+ ) ion and of the nitrogen
molecule in the 3IIs state. The latter is assumed in the vibrational modes from zero to ten
P r a m a n a - J. P h y s . , Vol. 50, No. 6, June 1998
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Figure 4. Comparison of the relative cross sections, for the N~- + F- reaction, as a
function of the vibrational levels v of the product N2(B), at a collision energy of
50 meV. The calculated cross sections for the various exit channels are normalized to
v ~- 7 and compared with the experimental results.

included, to cover the range experimentally relevant. As will be seen, in view of the
relatively large distances where the corresponding crossings occur, the molecular
anisotropy will manifest itself as a minor effect on the dynamics. Along the same line, we
can also justify the neglect of electronic anisotropy of the fluorine atom in the exit
channel, for which a single electronic surface is considered.
Figure 4 shows a comparison between the distributions calculated for the reaction
N2(B) + F at the most probable collision energy, which is estimated to be ,-~ 50 meV,
and the experimentally measured distributions. Calculations were carried out at three
different energies 25, 50 and 75 meV. It was found that the vibrational population distribution of N2(B) varied very little with the collision energy in this range.
The similarity of calculated distributions at the three energies shown, proves that
averaging over thermal distribution does not alter the over-all picture. It is observed that
overall difference between the calculated and observed distributions is reasonably good.
The difference between the calculated and the experimental distributions are not surprising, considering that possibility of higher vibrational levels being populated and other
possible alternative processes occurring in the discharges (see the extensive discussion in
ref. [6]) have been neglected.
It can be inferred that, such a propensity appears as a balance of two trends: (i)
according to Franck-Condon factors, the level v = 1 should be favored and the propensity should decrease for high v; (ii) on the contrary, as far as the role of dynamics
is concerned, since crossings of higher v levels occur at larger distances, the propensity should be in favor of the high v and decrease as a function of the vibrational
quantum number o f the outgoing channel. This results in the peaking of the population
of the vibrational levels of N2(B) product at v = 7, formed by the N~- + F - PININ
reaction.
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3.2 Radical-radical reactions
To study the interaction of N with SFn radicals, experiments were conducted in the
modified apparatus so that little ions reached the interaction region. Observations were
done at total pressures of 0.06 to 0.1Torr and 0.35 to 0.5Torr for discharge currents of
15mA each, fed by DC power supplies working in the constant current mode. Partial
pressures of N2 and He + SF6 were kept equal and the SF6 content was 5% of the total
pressure. The interaction region was scanned for the fluorescence from metastable N2(A)
state as well as from reaction products. It was noticed that for low pressure discharges the
characteristic 530nm radiation emanating from the NF(b 1E+ --,X 3 S - ) transition was not
observed, although fairly intense N2 (A 3E u+ ~ X i Eg+ ) bands were recorded. This strongly
suggested that any reaction of N2(A) with SFn (n = 1 to 5) or F did not result in NF(b). The
530 nm NF(b ~ X) radiation was observed when the discharge products of N2 and SF6
were mixed at total pressures more than 0.35 Torr. Both the discharges were switched off
one at a time to make sure that the observed product spectrum was solely due to the
interaction of the products produced by the two discharges. SF~ (where n < 5) and F, are
known to be formed in sufficient numbers in SF6 discharges.
He + SF6 discharge products cannot react with N2 to produce NF as the dissociation
energy of N2 is too high (9.76 eV). Also, experiments conducted at low pressures when
N2(B) was present in the interaction region did not reveal the presence of NF(b). N2(A)
cannot interact with atomic fluorine to produce NF as the reaction is expected to be
endothermic by at least 0.8 eV, if the heat of formation (AHt) of NF is taken to be
2.384 eV as recommended by Wategaonkar et al [31].
The NF(X) product could be probed by the excitation transfer process [32]
N2(A ) + NF(X) ~ N2(X) + NF(b).

(2)

It has been mentioned earlier in this presentation that N2(A) has been detected in
sufficiently large intensities in the interaction zone at lower, as well as, higher pressures.
At low pressures, probability for the two-step process, i.e. the formation of NF(X) and
excitation to NF(b) by energy transfer from N2(A) is likely to be small and therefore
could not be detected. At higher pressures, the collision probability increases enabling the
detection of NF via the energy transfer process.
Formation of NF through
N + F + M-----~NF + M,

(3)

where M is a third body (or wall), is likely to have a low cross section. For instance, no
NF(b ~ X) fluorescence was observed from the interaction region even though atomic
fluorine was present [7]. Atomic N(2D ~ 4S) radiation was not observed indicating its
absence in the reaction region because of the distance between the discharge and the
observation points. Interaction of the excited states of atomic nitrogen with the discharge
products of SF6 to produce NF may not be considered under the experimental conditions.
Other processes like
N+(3P) + F - ( 1 S ) ~ NF(IE +)

or

NF(3E - )

(4)

need not be considered as well, as the Wigner spin rule does not allow the mutual recombination reaction. Also, because of various crossings with repulsive potential energy
curves it has a tendency to dissociate rather than form a bound NF state.
Pramana - J. P h y s . , Vol. 50, No. 6, June 1998
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SFn (n = I to 5) and F are produced by electron impact dissociation, ion-molecule reactions and neutral-neutral reactions in corona [4, 33], RF [34-36] and other type of SF6
discharges. SF4, SF2 and F have been detected outside the discharge region in corona
(pressures of 1 bar and above) [4, 33], RF (a few Torr) [36] and DC [37] discharges in
pure SF6 and mixtures with 02, Nz and Ne because of their relatively higher stability
compared to SF5 and SF3. By using a dilute mixture of SF6 in helium, it helps in not only
reducing the neutral-neutral reactions in which SF5 and SF3 are destroyed but also in
quickly transporting them to the interaction region so that the reactions which occur in the
discharge zone can be studied easily with less interference from other competing
reactions. The following reactions of atomic nitrogen with the SF6 discharge products are
considered based on the heats of formation given by Herron [38], symmetry and structure
of SFn (n = 1 to 5) by Ziegler and Gustev [39] and for SF6 by Herzberg [40].

N(4S3/z) 4- sF(ZII) ~ NF(X 3 ~ - ) + S(3p2) _ 0.229eV,

(5)

N(4S3/2) 4- SF2(IA,) -~ NF(X 3~]-) + SF(2II) _ 0.839eV,

(6)

N(4S3/2) + SF3(2B,) --* NF(X 3E-) 4- SF2('A,) + 0.518 eV,

(7)

N(4S3/2) 4- S f 4 ( ' a , ) ~ NF(X 3E - ) 4- SF3 (2S,) - 0.344 eV,

(8)

N(4S3/2) 4- SF5(2A1) -~ NF(X 3]~-) 4- SF4(Ial) 4- 0.958eV,

(9)

N(4S3/2) 4- SF6(1Alg) --* NF(X 3E-) 4- SFs(2AI) - 0.685 eV.

(10)

Energetics allow reactions (7) and (9) to proceed and not (5), (6), (8) and (10).
Production of NF by the interaction of N2(B 3H~, 7? = 0) with SFn (n = 1 to 6) is not
possible as the reactions are endothermic at room temperature. However, the following
reactions involving vibrationally excited NE(B)

N2(B,v t > 10) + SF3-----*NF(X) +SF2 +N,

(11)

N2(B, v' _> 7) + SFs--

(12)

NF(X) + SF4 + N,

are energetically allowed. It has been observed from our low pressure experiments that
though SF6 does not quench the N2(B) state, but the dissociation products of SF6 do
quench the N2(B). If NF could be formed through reactions (11) and (12) then the
intensity of the observed N2(B ---, A) lines corresponding to v' > 7 should be much lower
than for v' < 6, as the NF formation channel opens up. This is however not the case and
the quenching cross section is the same for all z / = 2 to 11. Hence, the reactions (11) and
(12) appear to have very small cross section values.
S2FI0, which is formed by the combination of two SF5 molecules [41], cannot react
with molecular nitrogen, its excited states or atomic nitrogen to produce NF as they are
not allowed solely on the basis of energy considerations. Small amounts of water vapor or
addition of oxygen to SF6 in discharges produce SOF4, SOF2 and SOF [4, 7, 36, 37, 42,
43]. The change in the NF(b--~ X) fluorescence was not perceptible when traces of
oxygen were added separately to N2 and SF6 discharges. Interaction of atomic nitrogen
with these species favors the formation of NO while the NF channel is ruled out as it is
endothermic. HF which is produced in the discharge due to water vapor impurity cannot
react with atomic nitrogen to form NF because of the same reason.
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Thus the most likely channels producing NF are reactions 7 and 9. Of these, the latter is
more likely to be dominant over the former for several reasons:
(i) The rate constant for the production of SF5 by electron impact dissociation and
dissociative ionization is more compared to that of SF3 [4, 5, 41]. In addition, SF5 is
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likely to be produced outside the discharge region by ion-molecule reactions like
SF~ + SF6 ~ SF5 + SF~"
5•

(13)

(ii) The exoergicity of reaction (9) is larger than that of reaction (7). This means that
there are more product states available in the case of the former than in the latter.
Also, the product SF4 would have inherently larger density of states than SF2.
Therefore, statistically [44] reaction (9) would be more preferred.
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'I
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--'I-bI

©
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o-.-./~

N.... F p l / ~
F F

SF5 (XZAI)

(b)
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0<:3 ~
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o I ~n

o,-4+-

NF(X 5 :E-)

(c)
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F
NF - - ~

't b,

-

~/F

N'---F --S :<:~

>

Ol

b2~

I b,

F

I/F
P'°-'S~

N-

Plgnre 6. Symmetry adapted linear combination of orbitals for (a) N . . . FSF4 and
(b) NF... SF4 in C2~ geometry; (c) orbital correlation between ground states of
reactants and products.
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(iii) A closer examination of the orbital correlation diagram suggests that reaction (7)
may not be allowed by symmetry considerations [45].
Since reliable electronic structure calculations for the systems under consideration
are quite involved, we have restricted ourselves to a preliminary investigation of the
symmetry elements concerned. Using the orbital energy diagrams given by Ziegler and
Gustev [39] for the valence electrons of SFn (n = 1 to 5), we have constructed the schematic orbital energy diagrams for NSF3 and NSF5 systems in C2v geometry in figures 5 and
6 respectively.
In figure 5(a) we show the linear combination of orbitals of N and SF3 in C2v geometry.
Only one of the three p orbitals of N would interact with the bl orbital of SF3. The b2 and
al are likely to remain unaffected and thus degenerate, except for a possible interaction of
al with the lower lying al orbital. Similarly, in the case of NF-SF2 interaction shown in
figure 5(b), the bl orbitals of NF and SF2 would combine readily while the b2 and al
would remain unaffected. This would imply that NF...SF2 would be a singlet. In the case
of N + SF3, depending upon the al and b2 orbitals being degenerate or not, the lowest
electronic state would be a triplet or a singlet respectively. As shown in figure 5(c), if the
ground state of the reactants is a triplet it would not correlate with the ground state of
the products. If the former is a singlet with al being lower in energy than b2, once again
the ground state of the reactants and that of the products would not correlate. Only if the
b2 orbital is lower in energy than the al will the ground state of NSF3 be correlated with
the ground state of NFSF2.
Using similar arguments, one can show that the highest occupied molecular orbitals are
most likely a degenerate pair of bl and b2 orbitals for N . . - FSF4 as well as NF. • • SF4 as
illustrated in figures 6(a) and (b) respectively. This would mean that we are dealing with a
triplet state for the reactants and a triplet state for the products and that both of them
correlate with each other as illustrated in figure 6(c).
Though the above arguments are tentative, in the sense that, concerted reactions in C2v
geometries are assumed and have also relied on the qualitative MO picture, it is
reasonable to consider that the formation of NF through N + SF5, is the most likely
dominant channel.

4. Conclusion

The population of the higher vibrational levels of N2 produced by PININ, which
seems to be different from that predicted by the Franck-Condon overlap. This can be
attributed to the avoided curve crossing of the N~" - F - potential energy surface with
the N2(B)-F hypersurface and the dynamics. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first observation of such a behavior in a mutual neutralization reaction. More experiments as well as theoretical calculations are necessary to completely understand
the interaction of the negative ions with molecular ions and the dynamics of electron
transfer.
Energy transfer from N2(A) has been utilized successfully to detect the ground state
reaction product NF arising from N2 + SF6 discharges. It is argued that the most likely
channel for the production of NF is the reaction between N and SFs.
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